Hardware Implementation of Compact Genetic algorithm for Robot path planning in Globally static Environment in 8-bit Microcontroller.
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Abstract—In this paper, hardware implementation of genetic algorithm for Robot path planning in Globally static Environment is presented. Genetic algorithm is modified and implemented in 8-bit Microcontroller (MCU) PIC18F452. The genetic algorithm is designed to decrease number of iteration and processing power by using predefined priorities for parent/ initial path generation rather than creating parent paths randomly. The unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) is designed which receives starting node, final destination and obstacles wirelessly, it then create multiple parent paths by using different priorities, cross over to create new child paths, uses distance as fitness function for determining Optimal or shortest path while avoiding the obstacles and uses stepper motors with three- dimensional movements to reach its destination. The environment is 5x5 static Grid Map (25 nodes) in which obstacles are known before path planning. The MCU determines optimal path in which it faces no obstacles and require minimum distance to reach its destination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, automation has become has become a very important phenomenon influencing our day to day life. Autonomous robots have now become a major part of this trend. Therefore, navigation of the robots from their source to destination has attained a great deal of attention. Motion planning is a crucial part of intelligent autonomous mobile robots which help robot in navigating the environment, different algorithm is implemented and a lot of research is carried out for robot path planning [1-3]. Path planning allows a robot to navigate and identify a feasible (a collision free) path from its source to its destination [4]. Path planning research covers a wide range to techniques implemented in either static or dynamic environments. The path planning for robots can mainly be divided into two components, mapping and path planning algorithms [4]. Initially the environment will be mapped and using these maps it becomes easier for the implementation of path planning algorithms. Given the entire description and environment, the path planning between the initial and the final point must be a collision free and must fulfill all the criteria of optimization. In other words, path planning is the creation of a collision free path of in a given environment keeping in mind the criteria for optimization [5]. The criteria for optimization can be time, power, distance etc. So therefore the criteria for optimization depend on the desired application. Suppose that we want to make our optimization with respect to time, and then the algorithm implemented should consider the path planning for the minimum time irrespective of the power consumed and distance covered. Similarly, if the criteria for the path planning are distance then the path planning algorithm should implement it for shortest distance from is source to its final position irrespective time taken and power consumed and an approach is presented in this paper for path planning of the shortest distance between two points [1].

In global path planning the environment is completely known and static. In this method the algorithm generates an optimal collision free path from the start point to its destination even before the unmanned ground vehicle (UGV)
starts its motion. In local path planning, optimal path is found while the UGV in motion and it is capable of producing new path in response to the changing environment i.e. obstacle avoiding robot using Infrared or ultrasonic sensors. Genetic algorithm is a method that has been used to find the optimal collision free feasible path. Since the appearance of this algorithm, it has been used to in the optimal path planning of mobile robots by generating different paths and using a crossover operator. This algorithm has been inspired from evolutionary biology meaning survival of the fittest. This method generates the all possible combinations of the feasible paths and selects the optimal one depending upon the selection criteria i.e. distance, time, safety [6]. The genetic Algorithm uses the cross over operator to generate new solution by crossing over two or more initial solutions to obtain new solutions and then uses selection criteria to select the best possible solution [7].

An Implementation of Genetic Algorithm is presented which uses on board microcontroller to calculate the path while avoiding obstacles [8]. The presented implementation uses Genetic Algorithm to generate paths by using randomly while avoiding obstacle. Similarly, ant colony optimization (ACO) and Genetic algorithm (GA) is implementation for robotic path planning are presented and compared for different complexities [9, 10]. ACO has mainly advantage in environment where multiple robots are used and the robot updates the feasible paths to server or to other robots but Genetic algorithm is used to calculate the feasible path without the knowledge from the other robots rather it uses the known environment and selection criteria to select best possible solution.

This paper presents an implementation of Genetic Algorithm which uses on board microcontroller to calculate the path while avoiding obstacles [8]. The presented implementation uses Genetic Algorithm to generate paths by using randomly while avoiding obstacle. Similarly, ant colony optimization (ACO) and Genetic algorithm (GA) is implementation for robotic path planning are presented and compared for different complexities [9, 10]. ACO has mainly advantage in environment where multiple robots are used and the robot updates the feasible paths to server or to other robots but Genetic algorithm is used to calculate the feasible path without the knowledge from the other robots rather it uses the known environment and selection criteria to select best possible solution.

An autonomous UGV is designed to find optimal path in a globally static environment using Genetic Algorithm. The UGV designed is capable enough to find the collision free, optimal, time and shortest path from its source to destination. The UGV is designed using stepper motors for the better accuracy in navigation through the environment.

The goal was to develop unmanned ground vehicle that is able to find the optimal path from its source to destination by using genetic algorithm in a globally static environment and for situations where it’s dangerous and unreachable for human beings. This UGV will also be very handy for surveillance and security purposes. Although unmanned ground vehicles have already been built before by using pre embedded maps and charts which aid in finding the optimal path but this approach presents a designed UGV which find feasible path by using modified genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm is designed and modified to be implemented in 8-bit microcontroller. The Genetic Algorithm is repetitive & complex algorithm which normally requires a lot of computing power. A globally static environment of 5x5 or 25 nodes grid map is selected and GA is implemented using PIC18F452 Microcontroller. PIC18F452 has a 32KB program memory with 256 bytes of EEPROM and max crystal speed of 40MHz [11]. The microcontroller supports serial communication without the need of any serial adapter. MPLAB ide with c18 compiler is used to program the microcontroller and maximum code optimization is used to compress the code to the microcontroller program memory of 32KB [12].

II. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

Genetic algorithm is a method that is used to generate and find the optimal collision free path from a pool of feasible paths. Since the appearance of this algorithm, it has been used to in the optimal path planning of mobile robots. This algorithm has been inspired from evolutionary biology. This method generates the all possible combinations of the feasible paths and selects the optimal one. The following are our specification for GA based project.

i) A grid map of 5x5 will be known to our UGV.
ii) The start, destination points and the position of the obstacles are also known.
iii) The UGV will be free to move on path that doesn’t contain any obstacles.

The Environment is encoded as 2-dimensional (2-D) map where obstacles are identified so the UGV can use the information while planning the paths. This method makes it easy for a search algorithm and is much easier to calculate.

An array is used for mapping the environment in Microcontroller as 2-D environment. It contains the starting position of UGV, destination and obstacles but first the nodes are number from 1 to 25 as shown in the figure 2 below.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>2-Dimensional</th>
<th>Applying GA</th>
<th>Optimal Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 1. GA Implementation
The nodes are combined to form paths. This map represents a 2-Dimensional Environment. The map is shown below in figure 3 has horizontal and vertical axis which is used for the movement and selecting the next node for the path in environment. The UGV is bound to select the node adjacent to the nodes to forms paths at the same time avoiding any node in selection process that has obstacle in it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1,5)</td>
<td>(2,5)</td>
<td>(3,5)</td>
<td>(4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1,4)</td>
<td>(2,4)</td>
<td>(3,4)</td>
<td>(4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1,3)</td>
<td>(2,3)</td>
<td>(3,3)</td>
<td>(4,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1,2)</td>
<td>(2,2)</td>
<td>(3,2)</td>
<td>(4,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>(3,1)</td>
<td>(4,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rows/Columns</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Mapping of Environment

An array of created to mimic this 2-D environment in the microcontroller the array will have 26 index, and each index denotes a gene/node which the UGV will use to form parent paths.

```
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Char Map [26]={1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
```

Fig. 4. 2-D mapping using array

The feasibility is denoted by node having value of 1 which means UGV and node having a value of 0 means the UGV can visit that node and use path containing that node i.e. the index 0 (Map [0]) of array Map is out of bond and here contains a value of 1 & index 1 (Map [1]) value is 0 meaning UGV can visit that node.

First, starting position and ending position are used to determine their rows and columns. These value are used by Genetic Algorithm to form parent paths. A modified approach is used to form parent paths which forms parent paths using nodes adjacent to the nodes and at the same time keeping track of optimal nodes and obstacles. This approach decreases the processing power and converge to solution quickly. Microcontroller uses different priorities rather than selecting randomly to generate parent paths using nodes i.e. starting position of UGV is 2 and ending position is 24. There are obstacles at position 12 and position 13.

Microcontroller first determines row and column numbers of starting and ending nodes. It is done by function getrownumberandcolumn() designed having different mathematical operations i.e. for obtaining column number node index is divided by 5 which is total number of columns and the remainder here is the column number in case of starting position 2%5=2, for row number 2/5=1 but the floating value is ignored i.e. 2/5=0 and adding 1 to that results in row number equal to 1. The next time different adjacent nodes are chosen while choosing the parent path using pre-defined priorities which using current and final path to select different priorities each time a parent path is generated.

Two parent paths/ chromosomes are created using predefined priorities and obstacles.

Parent 1= 2, 3, 9, 15, 20, 25, 19, 24
Parent 2= 2, 7, 8, 9, 14, 19, 24

The next part is to create child paths using common nodes in parent paths using crossover () function that is created which using parent paths, find common node and exchange them i.e. for the above parent path, the common node is 9 so the cross over path will exchange them to form new child paths. The exchange of the information about the direction and distance of a path is called a crossover. In this method the two parent chromosomes exchange a portion of their information producing two offsprings out of which one offspring will exhibit the solution for an optimal path.

Offspring 1= 2, 3, 9, 14, 19, 24
Offspring 2= 2, 7, 8, 9, 15, 20, 25, 19, 24

The two parent chromosomes represent two feasible paths which are cross over by using the common node producing two new paths off spring 1 and off spring 2. The feasibility function checks the distance of each path and save the smallest while discarding the remaining non feasible paths. The same process of generating parent path using different priorities is repeated again and again while doing crossover and checking feasibility. The maximum number of paths generated by microcontroller is 60 in this case.
If our UGV is to move from the lower right corner to the upper left corner of the grid as shown in figure 2.1. In order for the UGV to complete its task there will be two types of movements [1]. Time is used as their optimization criteria, and taking too much turns would increase their delay towards their destination [1]. But our UGV is equipped with three types of movements as our selection criteria is shortest distance. The three type of motions are mentioned below.

i) Row wise movement
In the row wise movement, the UGV starts moving row by row from its start point to its final position. In other words, any horizontal line in search space followed by the UGV but there will be no movement in upwards or back direction

ii) Column wise movement
In a column wise movement, the UGV starts moving in towards its destination in a column by column movement. Thus the UGV will exhibit only the vertical movement

iii) Row/column or 45-degree movement.
In this type of movement, the UGV is able to move at an angle of 45 degrees. Thus the UGV will an executing a row and a column wise movement simultaneously.

Eight different types of movement are possible during navigating the map as shown in the fig. 6 below.

The microcontroller finds the columns and rows of starting and final destination using mathematical operations and use this information to decide which node to move next. If only the column is increased i.e. If starting position is 7 and UGV has to move to 12 that means a simple forward movement will be suffice except if there is in its path similarly if starting position is 7 and UGV has to move to 13 then the UGV can go to 12 using straight motion and then move right but it can also move diagonally to the right from position 7 which will be more feasible as UGV has to cover less distance but path selection depends upon the obstacles in its path and displacement.

Another important aspect of the movement is movement along UGV axis which is required during turning left, right diagonal movements, forward and backwards. The microcontroller saves and update the current position of UGV as shown in the figure below. The microcontroller keeps records of the current movement and uses a function setdegree (int degree) to change its angle by specified degrees which in turn uses left() and right() functions to turn left or turn right respectively.

The flow chart of Compact Genetic Algorithm is shown below.

---

**Fig. 6. Possible UGV movements**

---

---

---
III. SIMULATION

The genetic algorithm was tested in Proteus on PIC18F microcontroller microcontroller in 5x5 grid. Two obstacles were placed on the grid and the starting and destination points were also given to the microcontroller like shown in figure 3. The UGV was able to find the optimal path from its source to the destination. The figure 8(a) below shows the microcontroller finding the possible feasible paths for the UGV. The optimal path selected by the microcontroller is shown below and after that the microcontroller drives the motor by calling left, right, forward functions as shown in figure 8(b) below.

![Fig. 8(a). Different paths Generated](image1)

![Fig. 8(b). Final path Selected and started movement algorithm](image2)

The advantage of using predefined priorities is that it minimize the computational power of Genetic algorithm and converge to solution quickly. If no predefined priorities are used then next node is generated randomly which will result in a more iteration. The predefined priorities are selected using mathematical operations i.e. if the destination row and column number both is greater than the current node then it will try to move diagonally right as the first priority because UGV has to travel less distance this way. Similarly other priorities are selected such way that it would converge to solution quickly that feature is why it is called compact or optimized genetic algorithm.

IV. HARDWARE

The Hardware is an 3 wheel UGV with free forward wheel and two rear wheels controlled by six pole stepper motors for turning and moving. A 5x5 Grid map is made to test the designed Path implementation. The initial and final nodes alog with obstacles is transmitted wirelessly to the UGV where PIC18F452 microcontroller receives the nodes position and use Genetic algorithm to find optimal path and drive the UGV using stepper motors controller circuit which is built using Bipolar Juncton transistors (BJTs) and FET (Field Effect Transistor). The overall Block Diagram of the project is shown in fig. 9.

![Fig. 9. Block diagram](image3)

The stepper motor control is designed using a combination of PNP BJTs and NMOSFETs because of high current that will flow throw stepper motor. When PIC microcontroller pin is low i.e. 0V, the PNP transistor is on which means the NMOSFET gate output is pulls to ground which turns off the NMOSFET and no current will follow through the coil of motor and alternatively the PNP transistor is off when PIC microcontroller pin is high i.e. 5V, the input at NMOSFET gate is 12V which turns on the FET and current will follow through the stepper motor coil. The stepper motor used is Unipolar and the code used to move forward the motor are Pic Microcontroller pins are 1010, 0110, 0101 and 1001. The circuit Diagram is shown in the fig. 10 below.

![Fig. 10. Stepper Motor Control](image4)

UGV requires a constant source of battery to power motors and circuitry. A 12-volt rechargeable battery is used to power the stepper motors. For the microcontroller and other circuitry that requires a constant supply of 5-volts, the 7805 voltage regulator is used [14]. A diode and capacitors are
added so the current will flow in forward direction and removing any ripples in output.

The positioning of the UGV plays a very important part for the implementation of the genetic algorithm. It is important for the UGV to know its current location so that it can plan its next step towards the optimal path & the human controller for the UGV must also know the exact location of the UGV so that he or she can map the starting, final positions as well as obstacles on the grid. The UGV receives the current and final position via RF module and the user also updates the obstacles positions using server (in this case a laptop). The microcontroller receives the starting and ending positions and use the Genetic Algorithm to obtain and navigate the environment. The interfacing and communication of different modules is an important feature in our project. The RF transceiver RF7020 [13] is used with a baud rate of 9600bps, the microcontroller is connected to RF module via TX and RX pins (25, 26). The Server or PC is connected to via UXART to USB interface because the RF7020 only supports serial communication which requires Serial port i.e. DB9 [16]. The laptop communicates with microcontroller via RF communication and microcontroller will interface with the motor drive circuit electrically.

The 5x5 Grid map is built to test the system and the results are found to be exactly same as of the simulation. Fig. 11 shows a proteus simulation of the UGV calculation feasible paths using Genetic Algorithm which are shown using virtual terminal communicating same as RF transceivers. The UGV find optimal paths and then drives the motors represented here by right left or forward motions. As seen in the fig. 12 the UGV avoids the nodes with obstacles on it which in this case was 11.

![Fig. 11. Proteus Simulation](image_url)

The final system setup is shown in the fig. 12 below:

![Fig. 12. Hardware](image_url)

V. CONCLUSION
The Genetic Algorithm is successfully modified and designed to be implemented in 8-bit microcontroller PIC18F452. The unmanned ground vehicles received the coordinates using RF modules from server and then used on board Genetic Algorithm to successfully calculate, avoid obstacles and navigate the path. The Genetic Algorithm is modified to converge to the optimal solution and its successful implantation on such low cost and low computational architecture proves the modified approach of using different set of predefined navigation priorities. The
Genetic Algorithm can be modified using the same approach while increasing the predefined priorities using more advanced microcontroller which will improve the navigation. The UGV is able to self-navigate in globally static environment i.e. factories while avoiding the obstacles. The UGV performs Real time optimal path planning and uses the optimal path for navigating.
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